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1. !ntroduction

During the 3-year period of Contract F19628-83-K-0037, we have

carried out experimental studies of ion-molecule reactions and

electron-ion recombination processes using drift-tube and microwave

afterglow techniques.

The studies of ion-molecule reactions focussed on oxidation

reactions of metal ions and three-body association of atmospheric

diatomic ions. Specifically, we investigated:

a) Reactions of zirconium ions with oxygen, nitric oxide, and carbon

dioxide, The details of the measurements and the results of this work

are described in an article published in The Journal of Chemical

Physics (Appendix I)

b) The dependence on temperature of three-body association of

diatomic atmospheric ions with atmospheric gases had been

investigated by us in the previous contract period. A theoretical

model of the reaction mechanisms underlying the association has been

developed and a publication describing this work has been accepted by

The Journal of Chemical Physics (Appendix 11).

Our experimental studies of electron-ion dissociative

recombination involved both simple diatomic ions (NO+) and

clustered species (04+). The principal emphasis was on

determining the dependence of the recombination coefficients on

electron temperatures via microwave heating of electrons in

recombination controlled afterglows. As part of this work extensive

computer models of the electron energy loss and gain in afterglow

plasmas containing small concentrations of molecular additives

(inelastic losses) have been constructed and have been applied in
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the analysis of the NO+ and 04+ recombination data. The

present measurements and analysis for NO+ recombination have

removed the discrepancy with trapped-ion data and will be submitted to

Physical Review A for publicatioi shortly (the abstract is included

with this report, see Appendix II).

II. Research published during the grant period

The texts of the following papers appear in the Appendix of this

report:

Ion-molecule reactions:

Rate coefficients for the oxidation of zirconium ions with

oxygen, nitric oxide, and carbon dioxide. S. Dheandhanoo, B.K.

Chatterjee, and R. Johnsen, J. Chem. Phys. 83, 3327 (1985)

Temperature dependence of association of diatomic ions in

diatomic gases, R. Johnsen, J. Chem. Phys. xx, xxxx (1986)

III. Research results in preparation for publication:

Electron ion recombination:

Electron temperature dependence of the recombination of

electrons with NO+ ions. J.L. Dulaney, M.A. Biondi, and R.

Johnsen. Phys. Rev. A, to be submitted.
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Appendix

Text of titles and abstracts of papers published, accepted for

publication, or to be submvitted shortly in scientific journals during

the period of this contract are given on the following pages.
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Rate coefficients for the oxidation reactions of zirconium ions with oxygen,
nitric oxide, and carbon dioxide

S. Dheandhanoo, B. K. Chatterjee. and R. Johnsen
Department of Physics and Astronomy. Univrsity of Piftsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260

(Received 17 May 1985; accepted 20 June 19851

Rate coefficients for the oxidation reactions of zirconium ions with oxygen, nitric i.dde, and
carbon dioxide have been determined in the near-thermal energy range (0.04 to about 0.4 eV)
using a selected-ion drift apparatus. The reactions are found to proceed with large rate coefficients
[ - 5( - 10)cm /s at 300 K]. At elevated ion energies the reactions with NO and CO, exhibit
smaller rates. The secondary oxidation reactions of ZrO ions with the same reactants have rate
coefficients about two orders of magnitude smaller than those for the first oxidation steps. The
discharge ion source used to produce the zirconium ions in these experiments is described in some
detail.

I. INTRODUCTION was operated in a mixture of neon and zirconium tetrabro-

While gas-phase oxidation reactions of metal ions with mide vapor. It consisted of a cylindrical discharge chamber

atmospheric gases are of considerable applied interest. com- (5 cm long. 2.5 cm in diameter). formed by a cylindrical.

paratively little experimental results are available. In an ear- stainless steel anode and two cathode end plates. one con-

lier series of measurements " we examined reactions of the taining the ion extraction orifice 0.25 cm in diameterl. Mica

type gaskets served to insulate and seal the anode and cathodes
with respect to each other. A permanent magnet surround

M - MO + 0 (I ing the anode provided the axial magnetic field.

and Approximately I g of ZrBr, powder was placed into the

MO - 2-- MO2 + 0 (2 discharge chamber and evaporated during operation of the
source by heating the entire source assembly to about 160 'C.

for ions M U', Th , and Ti ' and found that the first To obtain a stable discharge, neon gas was passed through
oxidation step generally occurred with large rate coeffi- the source at pressures of 0.1 Torr and the discharge current
cients, while secondary oxidation was usually a slow process. was adjusted to typically 0.5 to 1.0 mA. After about 100 h of
We have extended this work to oxidation reactions of zirco- operation the ZrBr, supply was exhausted and had to be
nium ions with O,, CO,, and NO and present here the mea- replenished.
sured rate coefficients and their dependence on ion energy in In addition to Zr- ions the source produced large ion
the near-thermal energy rarge. currents ofNe- and Br-. which were prevented from enter-

The experimental difficulty in such experiments lies pri- ing the drift region of the apparatus by the ion-selecting mass
marily with producing the ions, a problem even more severe
in the case of the refractory metals. The ion source developed
for this work may be applicable to a variety of metals and is qos inlet heater
described in some detail. 1111110 ma net

11. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
, The measurements were carried out using a selected ion

drift apparatus (SIDA), which except for the Zr ion source + ion exit
had the same configuration as described earlier.' The "addi- - Zr Br 4  o or of ice
tional residence time" method4 employing programmed
drift fields to vary the ions' residence time in the drift/reac-
tion region was used to measure the decay of Zr ions in the 0.00231411
presence of the reactants, from which the rate coefficients o 1 '
were derived.

It proved difficult to obtain adequate Zr * ion currents : -... _
from ion sources based on the principle of evaporating the IM_
metal from heater substrates with subsequent electron im- T,[
pact ionization, a method employed in earlier work. .2 In the TJL_.2 0 0 v pulse
case of zirconium, such sources were plagued by rapid de-
struction of the heaters JW wire or indirectly heated tubes of T 4OOV
alumina or zirconia were tried) and required too frequent + i ,
replenishment of the Zr metal samples. A more satisfactory 5 cm
ion source was built in the form of a magnetically confined
(Penning) discharge, shown schematically in Fig. I, which FIG I Schematic diagram of tie ilrconium ion di'charge ' ,ure

i Chen Phys 63 (7). 1 October 1985 0021-9606/85/193327.03$02 10 '985 Arnerican Institute of Pmysics 3327
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3328 Dheandhanoo, Chatter).e, and Johnson. Oxidabon reactions of zirconium ions

filter. For the measurements pulsed operation of the source 6
was desired. Since it was found to be impractical to achieve Zr++ NO -. ZrO + + N
pulsing of the discharge by switching the high-voltage sup- ,
ply, the source was dc biased such as to cut off the Zr ion A 4 -

current entering the drift tube. Application of a short (10us EU
longi 200 V pulse to the bias network then produced pulsed _

injection of ions into the drift tube. 0

Ill. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Zirconium ions from the ion source were injected into
the drift tube containing typically 0.5 Torr of helium buffer 00 0.1 0.2 0 3 0.4
with small admixtures of the reactants 0, NO, or CO2
about 10 Tori. The ions transmitted through the drift (Ecm> (eV)
tube were found to consist largely of the Zr -parent ions and FIG. 3. Measured rate coefficients for the reaction of zirconium ions with
the ZrO - products produced by the reactions: nitric oxide as a function of the mean ion energy. Data point at 0.04 eV

Zr - -. ZrO +0. 3) represents an average of many measurements.

Zr -- NO ZrO - + N, (4 coefficients are close to the limiting Langevin rate coeffi-

and cients in all three cases, but only the reaction with oxygen

Zr" - CO.-ZrO + CO. (5) exhibits an energy independent coefficient over the energy
range covered by the experiments. Fast ion molecule reac-

As ses era) minor impurity ions were present in the mass tions exhibiting rate coefficients near the Langevin limit
range of interest, the isotopic abundances of both parent and usually show little or no dependence on ion energy. The reac-
product ions were examined carefully to prevent incorrect tions of zirconium ions with NO and CO 2 appear to be an
identification of the ion species. At higher reactant concen- exception to this rule, which is somewhat surprising. It is
trations. further oxidation of ZrO ions led to the appear- possible that these reactions proceed through an intermedi-
aice of ZrOC" ions in the mass spectrum, ate reaction complex, whose lifetime decreases with increas-

After having established that the oxidation reactions
constituted the dominant loss mechanism of Zr+ ions, the ing ion energy leading to a reduced rate coefficient at higher
rate of loss of ZrT ions was determined using the additional heies.The binding energy of ZrO + apparently is not known
residence time techniques at several values of the field-to- from other measurements, such that it is difficult to deter-
density ratios E /N, which controls the Zr ions' mean ener- mine the exoergicities for reactions (3), (4), and (5). Te oc-
gy. The well known expression given by Wanniet- was used currence of reaction (4) indicates that the binding energy ofto infer the mean ion energy from the measured Zr' drift ZZrO is greater than that of nitric oxide (6.54 eV).' The
selocities. The energy scale shown in the Figs. 2 through 4 isoelectronic moleule yttrium oxide has a binding energy of
corresponds to this energy converted to the Zr/reactant 7.02 eV. Thus a similarly large binding energy for Zr0f
center-of-mass system of reference. ems Tusiin

The measured rate coefficients for reactions (3), (4), and Ses pa ibe.5 are shown in Figs. 2 through 4 as function of the Zr Secondary oxidation reactions of ZrO ions with 02,
NO, and CO, were observed to occur but with rate coeffi-center-of-mass energy. The thermal energy (0.04 eV) rate cients two to three orders of magnitude smaller than those

8 !  ,

- Zr + C0 2  ZrO +CO

Q 0E
0 4 0

I. -, F Zr0 z " ZO 
. 0 -,# - ¢CL 0 , 1 02

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 0 0.1 02 0:3 04

<ecm> (ev) <Ecm> (ev)

FIG 2 Measured rate coeficients for the reaction o( zircornum Xon with FIG 4 Mesaued rate coefficients for the reaction of zirconium ions with
oux1en as a function of the mean ion energy. Data point at 0.04 eV repre. carbon dioxide a function of the mean ion energy. Data point at 0,04 eV
sients an a.erase o( many naieuements, rePOt an average of ma=ny .esurements

J Chem Phys, Vol 83. No. 7, 1 October 1985
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Dheandhanoo, Chatterle.. and Johnsen. Oxidation reactions of zircontumn tons 3329

for the first oxidation steps. Since it was found difficult to should be rapid processes with rate coefficients close to the
obtain experimental conditions suitable for accurate deter- limiting Langevin value. The energy dependence of the reac-
minations of the secondary rate coefficients only approxi- tions with NO and CO, appears to indicate that these reac-
mate rate coefficients were derived from the observed abun- tions proceed through an intermediate reaction complex
dance of the secondary product ZrO2  in the ion mass rather than by a direct mechanism.
spectrum. Secondary oxidation reactions of ZrO' proceed with

For the reaction very small rate coefficients and hence may not be important

rO- O 7,-rO, + 0 16 in applications.

a thermal-energy (300 K) rate coefficient of J5 * 2 5), 10
cm1/s would be required to explain the observed ZrQ2 ACKNOWLEDGMENT

9abundance. Corresponding estimates for the reactionsThswrwasupteipr.byArFceCm

ZrO -4-- NO-ZrO:- + N (7) bridge/DNA under Grant No. F19628-83-K-003th
and

ZrO CO.-.ZrO,* +-CO18

yielded %alues of k171 =(2.5-1 ,,Jx 10'2 cmt /s and
k 19) = I I I ,~ x 10 cm'/s. While the energy dependence
of these reactions was not studied systematically, the few
measurements that were made indicated that the rate coeffi- 'R Johnsen and MI A Biondi. J Chem Phys 57. Q'15 IQ-

R. Johnsen. F. R. Casidil. and %I A. Biondi. J Cheerr fPhs 61. 5",cients, are likely to decrease with increasing ion energy. 119741

'R Johnsen. Ph%%, Re, A 28, 1460 i1983,
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 'I Heimeri. R J ohnsen. and 'f A. Biondi. J Chem Phr 51. 5A! 1 to

'G, H Wannier. Bell Syst. Tech. . 32, 1'0 1 Ml
The measurements confirm the expectation that oxida- 'Handbook of Che'natsrv- and Piliksics. 54th ed. Chemical Ruhher. Clese-

tion reactions of zirconium ions with 0., NO, and CO, land, 1973/741. p F-201

J Chern Phys ,Vol 83. No 7.,1 October 1985
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APPENDIX II 9

Temperature dependence of association of diatomic ions in diatomic gases
Rainer Johnsen
Department of Physics and Astronomy. Unwersity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

(Received 18 April 1986; accepted 24 June 1986)

The temperature dependence of experimental rate coefficients for association of diatomic ions
in diatomic gases is compared to model calculations in which the stabilization of the initially
formed unstable association complex is assumed to occur by formation of a "super complex."
It is shown that acceptable agreement between the model and experimental data on four
sample reactions can be obtained with a minimum of plausible assumptions. The agreement
indicates that earlier theoretical models may provide an accurate description of the formation
and destruction of the association complex, but failed to reproduce the experimental data,
because the temperature dependence of the stabilization step was inadequately treated.

I. INTRODUCTION The internal dynamics of the highly excited complex is ex-

The association of ions in gases, that is a process of the pected to be quite different from that of the corresponding
type ground state molecule and it is not obvious that a definite

B* -13- -M-AB' ±M ( geometric structure should be assigned to the complex. Rap-
id exchange of energy among internal rotations and % ibra-

has been the subject of many experimental and theoretical tions will lead to highly irregular motions in the potential
inestigations, but the problem of reconciling theoretical well, which one cannot hope to describe in detail. Whether
and experimental results still persists, especially in regard to or not the assumption of complete randomness (-"chaoN") is
the dependence of the association rate coefficients on tern- valid for a particular complex, is a subject of much current
perature. In one of his many contributions to the theory of debate, but we are here only concerned with the statistical
ion association, Bates' referred to the problem as an "enig- properties of ensembles ofsuch complexes. not the dynamics
ma,'" since it is difficult to identify faults in either the statisti- of a particular complex. If it is assumed that both A - and B
cal theories of the association mechanism or the experimen- are members of thermally equilibrated ensembles of particles
tal data. at a common temperature T and that the unstable reaction

Most treatments of the problem" - have focused on the complex has no modes of decaN in addition to redissociation
first step in the association mechanism, formation and decay (e.g., ion-molecule reactions or radiative stabilization). re-
of the intermediate unstable complex. The second. stabiliza- actions (2) and (3) will lead to equilibrium populations
tion step is either assumed to proceed with a temperature I(AB I A - = BIk(2)/F, 4)
independent rate coefficient or an essentially ad hoc tem-
perature dependence is assigned to the stabilization step in where the square brackets denote concentrations. k 2) is the
order to obtain agreement of theory with experimental data, bimolecular rate coefficient of reaction (2), and F the decay
a clearly unsatisfactory procedure. In this paper it is suggest- rate of an ensemble of unstable complexes I reaction (3) ] in
ed that the stabilization of the reaction complex proceeds thermal equilibrium. The definition of F requires some ex-
through a second intermediate complex, called the super planation: If, in a hypothetical experiment, after the equilib-
complex. It is shown that such a model leads naturally to a rium between reactions (2) and ( 3) hase been attained. re-
strongly temperature dependent complex stabilization and action (2) is made to stop by some means at time t,,. the
that is capable of reproducing experimental data for diatom- density n(t) of unstable complexes will initialls decay as
ic ion association in diatomic gases with acceptable accura- dn(t) - n(i) at i (5)
cy. The basic steps in the association mechanism are re- dt
viewed in order to clarify terms and to state the assumptions which defines F at t = t, onl, but I itself ma% depend on
on which it is based:whcdeieratt=rolbtFtsfmadpndnare covete to the bas- time, since, for instance, complexes with large total energyThe rate at which the ions A may decay first. Thus. the solution of Eq. (5) is not necessar-
ciated ions AB' is thought to be limited by two distinct ily an exponential function and it is not permissible to identi-
mechanisms, formation of an intermediate unstable complex fy the reciprocal of F.
and subsequent collisional stabilization. If either or both A
and B are molecular species (we exclude the special case r = F ;6)
where both are atomic) a fraction of the energy liberated in a with the average lifetime of the ensemble of complexes The
collision of A ' with B may be temporarily absorbed by in- properly defined a% erage lifetime is given b\

%ternal modes of the A B *collision complex, i.e.. ( r [dn I dt
A * - B -(AB ')**. (2) (rd = -dt Jntt,)

where the symbol ** indicates that the complex has suffi- and may differ greatly from F ' or may esen be infinite
cient energy to redissociate into the initial particles: This formal point has been made earlier. There is nothing

(AB )* *-A --.- B. (3) wrong with identifying F as a reciprocal lifetime in qualita-

SCnem Phys I5 (7). 1 October 1986 0021-9606/86/193869-05$02 10 1986 American institute of P hs cs 3869
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tie di ussions, but erroneous conclusions may be drawn, derived (se Ref. 3. Lq 43) i I') depends on i'm the form
for instance, if one inserts 7 a% defined by Eq (6) into equa- t 1) I(T,,)( I/, " ( 13
tions or inequalities which compare it for instane, to other
characteristic times, such as the poorly defined "randomia- %% here
tion time' of a particular complex. The time available for i -. .R/ 2. 14)
accessing speciic states of a particular complex may be ter- and R represent the rotational degrees of freedom in the
minated b, collisions (see below) that eliminate it from the reactants A " and 11 It A aid B ,ire diatomi, x 2. for
en-aemblc hut not b% the faster decay of other complexes The
confusion arises only if one fails to distinguish carefully the ing as the vibrational spa, tig in the reactants isb sngall cm
fate of particular complexes from that of the ensemble to pared to thermal energy I he inipc i ule has a simple inter

hich the belong In general, the equilibrium of reactions pretation The decay rate I i, 1,rotrtiotwl i, the produot if
(2 1iand 1,llbeslightlyperturbedby tabiting, energy the internal partition functions A its dea pr,,duLts Lah
transfer collisions of the complex with the ambient gas M rotational degree of freedom ,hiure' a tir I troainldere(ffreo.-it,)tsAati to the

(Ali ' . M (AB' )* i M. (8) dependence of U on I

%4 here the single astensk is meant to indicate that the AD If one aSsumCs thal f', r n ,,.ni hor istahilhaion

ion mas still be in an excited state but has insufficient energy k(g S is independent )n ii I or s t,n.e that A should

to dissociate. Reaction (8) is meant to describe the net effect depend oin I &%
of energy removing collisions including possible collisional A k ( I I / I
reexcitation of highly excited but stable ions to states above in the case of diatomn, rc.kitant, t 2 As will he seen later,
the dissoc:ation limit. It does not necessarily represent a sin- this simple predictin is \upported h- etperimental dAta
gle atomic collision process and no elementary cross section onl., for some but iiit All reatins One often finds that the
should be assigned to it The experimental data on the den- obsersed dependence on Iis sirtronger than that gis,.en b) Eq
sit\ dependence of three-body association indicate that it is ( 15). and it has been common practice to replace t b) t - b

% ahd to represent the stabilization by an effective bimolecu- in that equation The additional I ' dependence is some-
- lar rate coefficient in the low-pressute limit, but they yield tinesa'criedtotheariatinuk(9) with I I hepracticeis

little information concerning its magnitude or dependence not onl) an unsatisfa. tor5, ad ht addtion to theor,, but it is
-
"'  on terrature. also clear that the functional form of the T dependence of
*. The loi,-pressure limit of three-body association is de- ke8) cannot he correct at all temperatures The Langv,

fined by rhe condition collision rate constant should he an upper bound for k(8),

k (8)[1\I<F, (9) which would be exceeded if the T ' dependence remained

hichis equi alent to the assumption that the equilibrium of %alid at low temperatures

rea. tion, 2 and (3) is only negligibly perturbed by stabi-
l,-iqv colsions. In the loss-pressure limit the overall rate II. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND
cot lic ent for three-body as.ociation A may then be written THEORY
as, The set of reactions chosen for comparing theory and

k I i I (8), (10) experiment involves diatomic ions and diatomic neutrals.

\. hcre The specific reactions arc:

% I ,/ I ,k(2)i (il N, 4 N- + N, .N N. (16)

Is the e mpcinature-dependent equilibrium constant for reac- O) "O, 4- 0, .)., 0." , 17)

tlons 21 md 3) inequality, (4) il,, impliesthat theener- 0,' N. - N, .O' N. . N., (18)
! ,i:,;ribitfion ,I the unstable complexes is only negligibly N( - N, * N. ,N() N, + .1''])

pert i rI,-d h1% the stabilizing colh,ions. At higher densities of
\1. bit i in the los-pre-.sure limit, t his approximation may All four react ions invo e reactants of similar molecular

"'-.. i 'c v;.ithd and keS) %ill no longer be independent of ionstants. hut the stability of the clustered ions decrea.ws
i- dens, \. ~ e . .t 1% not a proper rate cocficient It is for this from about I eV for the first reaction to about 0.2 eV for the
'ih tit!.i ,i ltt enttrel., co)rrectt to ex tend }q (10) to last one. Much oif the relcant information hit,, been con-'hC1h.r ,.i! I i nstt cir the form piled in Fable I hich also contains references to the pub-'il " ished data and power-law4 tits to the experimental results

S I I A 1, F.,( [ - ,(8Ai , .W (12) Reaction I 10) hw,, ben measured by man) authors in addi-

i..1, I n'HIT :.i .llic tion to the referenced data. rhe results are in acceptable
Ill 011k' It, compare the hItm-pressure tc coefficient agreement (on the order of 3017 deviations iner the tem-

,..I~otl d t~Ii. in | l 10) itli experinnental data, it is neces- perature ranges covered) and the temperature Cesponents
,jr\ ,. ,tt.iwi, the factors I'([) and A C $ Seseral authors range from 1.7 to 2 14.
),k l,,.1 Pt .TIed I I b% methooJs based on phase space the- Iie rate coefficient of reaction i 17) was once believed '

,.%. R KI h .or). oi extensions of this approach. Of to exhibit a peculiar maximum at low temperatures Later
parti, "lat iili.,t is the temperature dependence of I( 7), experimental data' did not show this maximum and Fergu-
for %hich the. following useful -rule of thumb" has been son2' has pointed out that such a behavior should never be

J Chem Phys Vol 85, No 7. I October 1986
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Ratner Johnsen Association of diatomc ions 3871

TABLE I For reactions IIt)-( Iq) (numberedasinSec 11). thetable lvts, unlikely that they employed such high pressure at lo% tem-
expnmentalialuesfor thethree-hod ratecoeffi ienisay 300 K. theexpo- peratures: From the figures gisen in their paper. ' ' one can
nents x assuming a power.la%% temperature dependence kl T)- iT/

300, '. -nd reference, to the espenmental datA The last ao colurm' reconstruct the conditions of the experiment and finds that

gi e the meaured bond energies in eVofthe product cluoter ims,. and refer- the pressures used at the lowest temperatures must have
enc been less than 0 i Torr. To give a simpler argument: If the

experimentalists had employed a gas pressure of 3 Tort, the
Rejcton Al K) tcm's) a Ref E, (eVi Ref reaction would hase gone to completion in a time on the

Ih I • I0 14 tO 1 0 14 order of several nanoseconds. which is orders of magnitude

I" 4 -O 2 Y3 I1 042 15 shorter than practical for the experimental method used.
18 I I0 3.2 to 022 tb Thus. Patrick and Golden's reinterpretation of the e\peri-
Iq 3 to 44 to 018 13 mental data is not consincing.

In the following section. the disagreement bet% een es-
periment and theory is seen as resulting from the tempera-

observed There are few measurements of the remaining two ture dependence of the complex stabilization rather than

reactions. but one might add that a strong temperature de- from deficiencies in the calculations of '( T).

pendence of reaction (19) (x-: 5 ) has also been inferred
from ionospheric data. -- III. STABILIZATION VIA FORMATION OF A SUPER

As is clear from Table I, except in one case the observed COMPLEX
',alues of x differ from x = 2. the ,alue expected from the Since the temperature dependence of V(T) [ Eqs. i 13)
above mentioned rule of thumb. Recently. two attempts and (14)1 seems to be well established theoretcallh. the
have been made to rationalize this departure from simple source of the discrepancies between theor. and e'pcrtrnei
expectation. Bates,' in an attempt to explain the T depen- mavbefound inthetemperaturedependenceofthestabIlhL-
dence of reaction (17). made the tentative suggestion that tion step [ Eq. (8) [. The detailed mechanism of energ, re-
the internal states of the 0, * unstable complex might not be moval from the initially formed unstable comple\,-, is likcl.
fully "'randomized" at the higher temperatures. Although to be complicated and possiby involkes seseral :ollison,.
his estimates of the additional T dependence due to this ef- with background gas molecules. One ma, hope that the nct
fect appeared plausible, he later: v ithdrew his suggestions as effect of the energy exchanging collisions can be described
untenable in the low-pressure limit of the reaction. His later phenomenologically by assuming the existence of super
position is correct. As discussed in Sec. 1. departures from a complexes consisting of the unstable complex and an addi-
thermal equilibrium distributions in the complex cannot be tional third-body molecule. The idea is not new Herbst
invoked in the low-pressure limit. In his later paper, 2 Bates applied it to several reactions in which helium %%as the third
also suggested a different reason why some vibrational states body and showed that this model leads to a temperature
in the complex may not be excited at all temperatures, but dependent stabilization efficiency. Formation of super corn-
without detailed further calculations it is difficult to estimate plexes with molecular third bodies. the case of interest here.

the magnitude of the effect. In one of his earlier papers should be far more likely than with ,Aeaklv interactin rare
Bates' calculated partition functions for the 0,- complex gas atoms, such as helium. After all. the existence of stable.
(see Table I in his paper) assuming either absence or pres- higher-order aggregate ions with nitrogen is knossn from
ence of vibrational excitation of the constituent molecules. experiments,: but one rarely obser'es ions clustered to heli-
The difference between the two cases was found to be only um. The super complexes are assumed to be formed in the
about 2 5e11, which makes it somewhat unlikely that much reaction
additional temperature dependence can arise from vibra-
tional excitation. (AB )* ± N '(ABM )*

Patrick and Golden' presented theoretical calculations and to possess two modes of deca. redissociatton into the

for reactions (16), (17), and (18) which predicted a T - 2 unstable first complex and MW
dependence for all three reactions. In the case of reaction (ABM -) AB ) -AB NI_:1
( 18) those authors compared their results only to a subset of
the experimental data of Dheandhanoo and Johnsen .' or dissociation into a stable (AB ) molecule and \!

quoted by Speller el al. 2" Even over the limited range of tem- (ABM* )** -(AB - ) * -- M. ( 2

peratures where the comparison was made, the deviation of If we denote the bimolecular rate coefficient of Eq (20 b,,
the data from a T ' dependence is quite obvious. Since Pa- k, and the unimolecular rates of Eqs. (21) and 1 221 bx F

tnck and Golden's results for reaction (16) gave rate con- and F .. respecti'el., the oserall rate of stabilization I, of

stants considerably higher than the experimental data by the first complexes is gisen by
Bohringer and Arnold'" the authors suggested that the ex- k A, (r. / r r - , r
penmental data might not have been obtained in the low-
pressure limit. Using the expression in Eq. ( 12). they show. In the limit sihere ( -. / F ) , I a dependence of this raino

that their theoretical results can be made to agree with the on temperature %k ill hase little effect on . but ii the genciai]

experimental data, if the gas pressure in the experiment was case one %ould hase to make assumption' con,crnlnme i',

on theorderof3 Torrat Tz65 K. Although theexperimen- 'ariation witih temperature Here. %%e are intert ,'d itl hc

talists did not clearly state the gas pressures used it is most temperaturedepeindence oft he ratto oftodeca. m"Ond. id

j Chem P"'s Vol 85 No 7. 1 Octobo- '986
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it seems plausible to assume a temperature dependence of the
form

w~here T. is an adjustable parameter to be found by compari-
son w~ith experimental data and is that temperature for 0 E 10 2 0 0 o

which k = 0.5 kL., i e.. one-half of all collisions result in !f 0

stabilization. The choice ofthe exponent y' is not obvious. As +

an estimate one might takey as equal to one-half of the differ- 10 ?9

ence of the rotational degrees of freedom of the decay prod- 00
ucts in reactions (21 ) and (22). Assuming that free internal 6050
rotations~ are present in the unstable complex but not in the 50 100 200 400
stable molecule and that the latter has a linear structure one Temperature (K)
obtains v = 2.5 and this choice was adopted.

In order to learn if such a model could reproduce the FIG. 2 Rate coefficient for reaction ( 17) as a function of gas temperature-
expeimetaldata ibee-odyratecoeficentser cacu- Open circle%. data from Ref. 11. Squares. data from Ref 12 Dashed line.
expenrinta dat. treebod rai coffiient wee clcu moidel calculation

lated using Eq. (8) and taking k (8) = k as defined by Eqs.
23and 124). The salues of V( 7) at T= 300 Kwere ob-

tained b% interpolating those gisen b% Bates,' who numeri- data. The model calculations shown in the figures have the

cj.s alc ulated absolute %alues for a number of assumed functional forms:
poicniial %%ell depths ofthe product tons assuming free inter- k (T) = k (300) (300/ T) 2 11 + ( T/ T, 2 (25)
nal rotations in the complex. Adjustments for different rota- with the following parameters:
tic'nal and % ihrational constants ttere made using the inter-
pclation tatile given by Bates' and molecular constants from Reaction (16), W(00) = 4.6 x 10-cm/s. T, = 1000 K,
Herzberg: and Albrittonet al." tforNO) reaction (17), k(300) = 1.5x 10- cn/s, T, = 200 K,

The Lanze% in (induced dipole) rate %~as used for k, in reaction (18), k(300) = 5.3X 10-'emh/s, T, = 150 Y,
Eq 23 tlakin g molecular polarizabtlit ies from the table gi v- reaction ( 19). k (300) = 4.0 > 10 "cmm's, T, = 120 K.
en hs McDaniel and Mason. "The exponent ' Iwkas taken to A noticeable deviation from a simple power law ("cur-
ha% e a % alue of 2.5 for all reactions such that T, remained as % ature" in log-log plots of k vs T) is present in the case of
thte onl'. parameter that depended on the specific reaction. reaction (2) (see Fig. 2). The low-temperature data by

The results of the model calculations are compared to Rowe er al.' and Bohringer and Arnold"l seem to yield a
!lhe esperinmental data in FigN. I to 4. In ill cases values of 7' weaker temperature dependence at lower temperatures, but

4 could be chosen such that the calculated '.alues of the three-
(xs-iN rate coefficients agree quite %%ell s%ith the experimental -28

W+2N- +N -29
N + 2N2 N4 +N2 107

0E 10 30
U '

-01 + + 2 N 2 -6 0NZ+ N,

50 000 10 150 200 300 400

Tempe'otufe (K) Temperature (K)

r I- R -t'-nt fo.r reati, n it t, 4 tui, v of ter.Ijcr~tfC 1 l(0 .; Ratc, rticcie for rt-ion (i 1 A' a furr~tiono*fiernper iure Cir.
;,-ien'al dista trrm Rei D-t ,d wic m'dXel cdl~tiJd IeS. .IAt from Rcf I0 LDjt.irt J I-ii 0 IvtHR. ironi Ref 11 7tashc

line moT dcI ii..u lii or

D,,ys~. ,i,61o e ij r
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iT2 ,,.as presented here is essentially semiempirical since critical
parameters are derived from experiment, but it is still re-
markable that a minimum of plausible assumptions leads to
quite acceptable agreement with experimental data.

• .The model indicates that ion association rate coeffi-

16 . cients may not vary in the form of simple power la%%,, o er a
wide range of temperatures. Specifically, it is likely to be

-," incorrect to extrapolate experimental data to temperatures"xx~x much below the range covered by the experiment.

SAO1 Complex stabilization via formation of a supercomplex
Si 0° "0 is likely to be a poorer approximation in cases where the

% third body is an atom rather than a molecule. This unfortu-
+ nately includes the case of helium, the buffergas most often

used in flow tube measurements of three-body association.

10.3 +
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APPENDIX 11I 15

The Electron Temperature Dependence of the Recombination

of Electrons with NO Ions

J. L Dulaney, M. A. Biondi, and R. Johnsen
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260

ABSTRACT

The electron-temperature dependence of the dissociative recombination of NO ions with
electrons has been re-determined using a microwave afterglow/mass spectrometer apparatus
employing microwave heating of electrons in an effort to resolve the discrepancy between
previous microwave afterglow measurements of the recombination coefficient ot(NO*) at high
electron temperatures made by Huang et. al. (a - T, 37) and the trapped-ion results of Walls
and Dunn (a - T "'). It is found that the electron temperature attained by microwave
heating in the experiments of Huang et. al. is lower than calculated by them due to neglect of
the effect of inelastic collisions of electrons with minority nitric oxide molecules and that the
assumption of spatially uniform electron temperatures is not warranted. An improved data
analysis technique is described which allows accurate determination of the recombination
coefficient at elevated electron temperatures. Using this analysis, the recombination coefficient
is found to follow the relation.

0 16

at(NO) = (4.2 ± .2)x10- (Te(K)/300)-4 75±o00 cm 3 /s

over the electron temperature range. 295K < T, < 4500K. at T. = T= 295K. The afterglow
data now support the trapped-ion results of Walls and Dunn.

To be submitted to Physical Review A
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